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**Policy Insight Gleaned From Two Decades In Congress.** Throughout his career, Speaker Ryan’s great passion has been policymaking. Whether in a keynote or a fireside chat, Ryan is happy to get into the weeds on big policy ideas and how Congress works, sharing his experiences as a Congressional leader during one of the most turbulent times in our political history. As a leader more interested in substance than sniping, Speaker Ryan addresses the convergence of policy and politics today, and how it has a real impact in people’s lives.

**America’s Role On The Global Stage.** As the youngest Speaker of the House in 150 years, Ryan brings high-level and recent insights to presentations on a broad range of issues affecting Americans and our place in the global world order—spanning regulation and trade, healthcare, international relations, economic growth and taxes. Here, Speaker Ryan touches upon what’s happening on Capitol Hill and where our country is headed, as well as how our relationships with allies and adversaries may evolve.